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Meets  Proficiency Needs Improvement

Title/Header
Section:

___ Both first and last names are
stated.
___ Class of 2022 stated.

____Both first and last names are
not stated.
____ Class of 2022 not stated.

Narrative
Information (Body
Section):

Suggested topics of
information about
oneself:
- your hometown
- hobbies
- likes/dislikes
- favorite…..
- family
- pets
- organization
connection (clubs,
church, Boy Scouts,
Girl Scouts, etc)
- job
- passion
- sports
- culture, heritage
- extra-curricular
activities
- volunteer work
- favorite quote

____Narrative in paragraph form.
(A multiple sentence caption can count
as part of the narrative paragraphs.)
____Both first and last names are
stated.
____Castle High School as
current school is stated.
____Pathway stated.
____Brief description of what is
learned in this pathway is
included.
____Birthday/date NOT stated
____5 - 7 distinct pieces of

information about oneself are
included. Do not count
pathway information as one of
the topics about oneself.

____A little extra detail is
provided for each topic of
information about oneself.
____Details provide some insight
to the writer.

____ Sentences smoothly
transition from one thought to
another.
____Overall writing is appropriate
for a college or career audience.

____Narrative not in paragraph
form.
____Both first and last names are
not stated.
____Castle High School as current
school not stated.
____Pathway is not stated.
____Description of what is learned
in this pathway is not included.
____ Birthday/date is stated.
____Less than 5 or more than 7
pieces of information about oneself
is included.
____Extra detail is not provided
for each topic of information about
oneself.
____Details do not relate to the
writer’s life.

____ Sentence flow is abrupt and
does not smoothly connect from
one thought to another.
____ Overall writing is not
appropriate for a college or career
audience.

Graphics:
Images/Designs

Any image in the
header section will
not count for this
category.

____One to three graphics are
included.
____A caption is included with
each graphic. (A multiple sentence
caption can count as part of the narrative
paragraphs.)
____Each caption explains the
connection of the graphic to the
writer.

____There are no graphics or there
are more than three graphics.
____There are no captions for each
graphic.
____Captions do not explain the
connection of the graphics to the
writer.



Overall ____Font is not too small or too
large.
____Font is easy to read.
____Background color/graphic
and font color is contrasted for
ease of reading/viewing.
____Overall appearance is
visually appealing.
____Overall appearance is
appropriate for a general
audience.
____ Grade level information, if
any, reflects senior year.

____Font is too small or too large
____Font is not easy to read.
____Background color/graphic
makes it difficult to read/see the
words.
____Overall appearance is not
visually appealing.
____Overall appearance is not
appropriate for a general audience.
____ Grade level information, if
any, does not reflect senior year.


